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Creating ReviewZones 

Overview 
ReviewZones are areas of a Word document which the review Owner can setup to assign different 

reviewer permissions to different users. This could be to prevent individual users from commenting or 

marking-up changes to specific zones, or even prevent users from viewing certain zones.  

ReviewZones can be enabled at step 4 of the new review wizard by clicking on the ‘ReviewZone 

Options’ tab:  

Check box to enable 

ReviewZones 

At step 5, 

ReviewZones can 

be set by clicking 

the ‘Preview/

ReviewZones’ link:  

Link to set ReviewZones 

Set participant default 

permissions for the 

entire review  

After clicking the ‘Preview/ReviewZones’ link, the document for review will open in ‘Preview’ mode: 

Navigate by 

ReviewZones 

‘Preview’ mode ReviewZone indicator 

This quick guide provides an overview of creating and managing ReviewZones from a Review Owners 
perspective.  
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ReviewZone range 

selected 

Permission settings for 

selected ReviewZone 

 Reviewer = Can add comments/proposed changes as normal. 

 Viewer   = Read-only access to this ReviewZone. 

 Hidden  = Unable to see the ReviewZone. 

 Author   = Can accept/close comments on this ReviewZone. 

Click ‘Edit’ to change the 

ReviewZone range. 

It is possible to set ReviewZones once the review has started, or add more ReviewZones. Once set, 

the review Owner can also edit or delete zones using the ‘Zones’ tab of the comment window.  

To delete a ReviewZone, simply click ‘Delete’. 

To change the range of a ReviewZone, or change participant permissions, click ‘Edit’. The comment 

window will update to enable editing and all options available when setting ReviewZones (shown 

above) will be available. 

To set the first ReviewZone, click the paragraph where you would like the ReviewZone to start. Your 

selected paragraph will display a red line to the left which indicates the start of the ReviewZone. 

PleaseReview may select associated paragraphs (if, for example, you start the ReviewZone at a 

heading level) to be included in the zone - these will be indicated by a blue line to the left of the 

paragraph as shown in the image above.  The comment window will open with the ‘Zones’ tab 

automatically selected.  At this point, you can set the end point of the ReviewZone and assign the 

ReviewZone permissions: 

Ensure ‘ReviewZones’ 

selected 

Use the ’Delete’ and 

’Edit’ buttons to manage 

ReviewZones 


